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There is no doubt that today’s technology is now integrated in all aspects of our lives including business, lifestyle, politics or even in the educational system. Technology is now globally mainstream. It is quickly evolving even in the educational system.

Education way back to the old-school approach can obviously be tiresome because it demands too much time and energy. By using old ways in facilitating, analyzing and computing data, the facilitator of learning should have patience and dedication to be able to achieve the heavy tasks required.

Whereas, compared at present, the facilitator of learning can now depend on technology in teaching lessons, organizing learning competencies and computing various data such as numerical grades or statistics. Writing lessons or computing manually of grades is now a thing of the past. Any facilitator of learning can now utilize the highest standards in the form of Information Technology.

By using technology in the educational process, it can bring out the best learning outcome possible. As technology evolves, educational process can follow through. It should only be used for educating the youth to be able to compete globally. Education using new technology should be applied for the improvement of people’s lives morally and intellectually. Ultimately, it should be used for the betterment of our society.
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